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Brunswick Tackers are now starting to get used to playing home games after almost a whole 

season away.  And today, although pretty muddy in the centre, saw perfect conditions for 

playing football.  Great to see that both of our new players, Anthony and Nikolas are not 

only enjoying being on the team but also are great team players. 

Brunswick fielded a full side with 4 on the bench whilst St Mary’s had a full side.  The first 

quarter saw some good, fast play with a great kick from Josh landing in the middle of the 2 

big sticks to register Brunswick’s first goal. The team also scored a couple of behinds. 

The second quarter saw some great kicking, marking and tackling from both sides.  Marks 

were landing thick and fast including some great grabs by Antonio, Freddy, Alex, Nathan, 

Jonah, will Currie, Isaiah, Liam KC and Aiden.  Josh, Alex and Antonio showed some great 

shepherding skills and Will Cole and Will Currie tackled everything around them.  

Coach’s half time message was to stick to the game plan and ensure everyone was sticking 

to their positions.  Some opportunities were wasted because there was no one to kick too! 

The third started with a strong run of play from Will Currie to Jonah to Liam S and straight to 

the forward pocket. Nathan and Liam S took charge of the tackling department.  Zac scored 

a big point from slightly off centre and one of the highlights of the quarter was Nathans 

courageous smother in St Mary’s forward stopping what was a certain goal.  A great team 

effort highlighted by a run of well timed and well positioned kicks including the Seamus -> 

Will Currie -> Isaiah -> Riley -> Antonio kick and mark sequence.  

For the last quarter, coach encouraged the boys to work hard, apply pressure and maintain 

the running game.  The quarter started with a better positioning on the field by Brunswick 

resulting in a great goal to Hudson.  Tackling again was strong especially by Nathan, Hudson, 

Will Currie, Hamish, Si and Liam KC. This quarter also saw a behind from Nathan and 

another touched behind and great team work displays from Jonah, Freddy, Aiden, Hudson 

and Liam S. 

Husdon was given the best on ground by St Mary’s and the Brunswick coaches award went 

to Alex for his “best game of the season”.  Well done Brunswick. 

 

  


